DESCRIPTION
TELETAX-SPΝ can be used with almost
any PABX which have RS-232 output
for printer connection. TELETAX-SPN
replacing this printer, offers the
following:
It filters and processes the
telephone call data coming from
PABX. This enables to define,
which calls data will be printed
depending on duration and cost.
The details of each call can be
printed immediately after every
call’s end.
The calls are stored in the memory
and can be printed in detail per
extension.
If the PABX doesn't provide call cost
information, TELETAX-SPN can use
its intergrated destination-cost time
table to calculate the cost of each
call based on number dialled and its
duration. For fully accurate call
costs TELETAX-SPN can also be
used with its optional external costpulse detectors interface.
Using its optional Telephone Line
interface, TELETAX-SPN can be
connected directrly to up to 4 PSTN
lines, providing the above features
without the need of existence of any
PABX.
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KEY FEATURES
! It stores the data of up to 3200 calls
! Multiple printing formats as list printing or charge ticket
printing
! Check-in and Check-out functions for hotel aplications
! Personalized header for bills and charge tickets
! Transparent to Wake up and alert call reports
! All metal, robust construction
! 12 keys keyboard with full travel keys

ΤΕCHNICAL
Capacity:
Memory:
CPU:
Display:
Input:
PABX supported:
Output:
Power supply:
Dimensions:
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SPECIFICATIONS

Up to 200 Extensions for PABX connection or
up to 4 PSTN lines using the Telephone Line Interface
3200 call records (expandable)
32 Bit RISC
2x16 characters LCD
RS-232, 300 to 38400 BAUD
Easily adaptable to almost any type of PABX
28 column built in thermal printer
12 - 18 VDC at 8VA (AC adaptor included)
19 X 13 X 5.5 cm

Call Accounting and Billing System
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